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Abstract

This paper compares the expressive power of �rst�order monadic logic of order� a

fundamental formalism in mathematical logic and the theory of computation� with

that of two formalisms for the speci�cation of real�time systems� the propositional

versions of duration and mean value calculi�

Our results show that the propositional mean value calculus is expressively com�

plete for monadic �rst�order logic of order� A new semantics for the chop operator

used in these real�time formalisms is also proposed� and the expressive completeness

results achieved in the paper indicate that the new de�nition might be more natural

than the original one� We provide a characterization of the expressive power of the

propositional duration calculus and investigate the connections between the propo�

sitional duration calculus and star�free regular expressions� Finally� we show that

there exists at least an exponential gap between the succinctness of the propositional

duration �mean value� calculus and that of monadic �rst�order logic of order�

� Introduction

The Duration Calculus ���� is a formalism for the speci�cation of real time

systems� DC is based on interval logic ����	� and uses real numbers to model

time� DC was successfully applied in case studies of software embedded sys


tems� e�g�� a gas burner ����� a railway crossing ���� and was used to de�ne the

real time semantics of other languages�

A run of a real time system is represented by a function from non
negative

reals into a set of values 
 the instantaneous states of a system� Such a function

will be called a signal� Usually� there is a further restriction on the behavior

of continuous time systems� For example� a function that assigns value q� to

the rationals and value q� to the irrationals is not accepted as a legal� signal�
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A requirement that is often imposed in the literature is that in every �nite
length time interval a system can change its state only �nitely many times�

This requirement is called non
Zeno �or �nite variability� requirement�

Atomic formulas of DC have the form dSe� where S is a boolean signal

expression� Such a formula has the value true in an interval �a� b� if
R b

a
��S��

is equal to b � a� i�e�� the signal de�ned by expression S is true at almost all

points of the interval �a� b�� If ��S�� denotes a non
Zeno boolean signal A� then

this integral condition is equivalent to �A receives the value false at a �nite
number of points in the interval �a� b���

Note that if A and B are non
Zeno signals that disagree only on a �


nite number of points in any �nite interval �c� d� �notation A�finB�� thenR b

a
A�

R b

a
B� The Duration Calculus formulas respect �fin equivalence� i�e��

if A �fin B� then A satis�es a duration formula D if and only if B satis�es

D� Therefore� in DC it is impossible to specify instantaneous events� In ��	��

DC was extended to Mean Value Calculus in order to handle instantaneous

events�

Expressive completeness is a very important topic in Mathematics� Logics

and Computer Science� One of the �rst theorems that students learn in logic is

that negation and conjunction is a complete set of propositional connectives�
A classical example for expressive completeness from Computer Science is�

a language is accepted by a �nite automaton if it is de�nable by a regular

expression�

The examples which are closer to the topics we investigate in this paper

are� ��� Kamp�s theorem ��� that states that propositional temporal logic
has the same expressive power as monadic �rst order logic over the Dedekind

closed linear orders �see also ������� ��� McNaughton�s theorem which states
that a language is de�nable by a star free regular expression if and only if it

is de�nable by a monadic formula interpreted over the set of all �nite linear

orders �����

In this paper I investigate the expressive power of the Propositional Du


ration Calculus and of the Propositional Mean Value Calculus� In these frag

ments the metric aspects of the calculi are ignored� I show

Theorem �Expressive completeness�

�i� First�order monadic logic of order vs PMVC�

�a� Every PMVC formula is equivalent to a monadic sentence�

�b� Every monadic sentence is equivalent to a PMVC formula�

�ii� First�order monadic logic of order vs PDC�

�a� Every PDC formula is equivalent to a monadic sentence which re�

spects �fin equivalence�

�b� Every monadic sentence which respects �fin equivalence is equivalent

to a PDC formula�

I will show that there exists an exponential gap between the succinctness

�
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of monadic logic and that of duration and mean value calculi�

Theorem �Succinctness� There are monadic sentences �n of length O�log n�
such that �n is not equivalent to any PDC �PMVC� formula of length less

than n�

The property speci�ed by �n is very natural� �n is satis�ed by a signal if

�the signal changes exactly n times��

The duration �metrical� aspects of the Mean Value Calculus and the Du


ration Calculus are not considered in this paper� These aspects are very im


portant in applications� I tried to understand the logical foundation of these

formalisms� The practical applications may require incursions into Calculus

�e�g�� into di�erential equations� which have little �if anything� in common

with existing well understood tools of Logic and computational model the


ory� However� the duration free aspects of the Duration Calculus play a very

important role in applications� In fact� the majority of the laws and the trans


formation rules in ���� deal with logical �non
metric� aspects of the duration

calculus� Also in ��	�� nine out of ten axioms for the Mean Value Calculus are

duration free �non
metrical��

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In section � de�nitions

are provided and notations and terminology are explained� In section � the

syntax and the semantics of monadic logic are recalled� In section � the

syntax and the semantics of duration calculus and of mean
value calculus are

provided� Section 	 gives the expressive completeness theorem� Section �

explains the connection between PDC and star free regular expressions� In

section � the succinctness results are presented� The de�nition of the semantics

given here for PMVC and PDC di�ers from that in ����	�� these di�erences are

not essential for PDC� yet are essential for PMVC� In section � the di�erences

are explained and their impact on our main results are discussed� Section �

states the conclusion and some further results�

The proofs are omitted and will be given in the full version of the paper�

� Terminology and Notations

N is the set of natural numbers� BO O L is the set of booleans and � is a �nite

non
empty set of symbols called an alphabet� we use l� m to range over the

elements of �� R is the set of real numbers� R
��

is the set of non
negative reals�

a� b will range over R
��

� �a� b� is a �nite length closed interval on the reals�

we will use the standard notations for other types of intervals� e�g�� �a� b� is

an open interval� all intervals are assumed to be non
empty sets� I will range

over intervals�

A �
signal or �
predicate over I is a function from I into �� the letters

A� B range over �
signals� Whenever the domain I and the range � of A

is clear from the context we use signal� or predicate� for �
predicate over

I�� A subset A of a set I will be identi�ed with the corresponding boolean

�
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predicate over I� It is well
known that if � is an alphabet of size n � � and k

is the least positive integer such that n � �k then �
signal can be coded with

k boolean predicates�

De�nition ��� A function A from R
�� to � is said to be a non
Zeno �or

piecewise constant� ��signal if there exists an unbounded increasing sequence

a� � 	 � a� � a� � � � � an � � � � such that A is constant on every interval

�ai� ai����

In the literature the non
Zeno signals are sometimes called �nite variability

�or piecewise continuous� trajectories�

A function B from a subinterval I of R
��

is said to be a non
Zeno �
signal

over I if B is the restriction on I of a non
Zeno �
signal A� Hence� B is

non
Zeno if it changes its value only a �nite number of times in every �nite

length subinterval of I� In the sequel we will often use the word signal� for

non
Zeno signal��

A �
signal language is a set of �
signals�

De�nition ��� ��fin equivalence� Signals A and B are almost equal �nota�

tion �fin� if for all real numbers a� b the set fc 
 A�c� �� B�c� � c � �a� b�g
is �nite� A signal language L respects �fin if A �fin B implies that A � L

i� B � L�

� Monadic First Order Logic of Order

First
order monadic logic of order is a fundamental formalism in mathematical

logic and the theory of computation� We use X�� � � � � Xn for monadic predicate

symbols and t� u� v for �rst order variables� We denote by FOL�X�� � � � � Xn� ��

the language of the monadic theory of order with monadic �one
place� predi


cate symbols X�� � � � � Xn� The atomic formulas of this language are formulas

of the form Xi�t� and t � u� The formulas are constructed from the atomic

formulas by propositional connectives and the �rst order quanti�ers� The no


tion of free and bound variables is de�ned as usual� a sentence is a formula

without free variables� the quanti�er depth of a formula is also de�ned in the

standard way �see e�g� ������

A structure for FOL�X�� X�� � � � � Xn� �� is K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii�
where I is a set partially ordered by �I and Ai are subsets of I�

The satis�ability of a formula in a structure K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii� is
de�ned in the standard way by interpreting Xi by Ai� and � by �I �

In this paper we will consider only substructures of the non
negative reals�

i�e�� I will be a subinterval of R
��

and �I will be the restriction on I of the

standard order on the reals� We will write A�� � � � �An� I j� � to indicate that

a sentence � holds in the structure hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii�

We say that a structure hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii is non
Zeno �or piecewise

constant� if the characteristic functions of the sets Ai are non
Zeno signals

�
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over I�

� Duration Calculus and Mean Value Calculus

The propositional duration calculus �PDC� �called the restricted duration cal


culus in ������� is a fragment of the duration calculus where metric properties

are ignored� The propositional mean value calculus ��	� is a fragment of the

mean value calculus where metric properties are ignored�

In this section the syntax and the semantics of PDC and PMVC are pre


sented� The semantics di�er from the semantics given in ����	� and we will

explain the di�erences and their impact on our results in Section ��

��	 Syntax

The sets of formulas of PDC and of PMVC are parameterized by a setX�� � � � � Xn

of state variables that correspond� to the monadic predicates of �rst order

logic�

PDC and PMVC have two syntactical categories� state expressions and

formulas�

State Expressions� The state expressions are constructed from the state

variables by propositional connectives� We will use S to range over the state

expressions which are de�ned by the following grammar�

S 

� X j S � S j �S� where X is a state variable�

Atomic Formulas of PDC� if S is a state expression� then dSe is an atomic

formula of PDC�

Atomic Formulas of PMVC� If S is a state expression� then dSe� is an

atomic formula of PMVC�

The formulas of PMVC and the formulas of PDC are generated in the

same way from the atomic formulas�

Formulas� The formulas of PDC �PMVC� are de�ned by the following gram


mar�

D 

� At jD�D j �D j D �D � where At ranges over the atomic formulas of

PDC �PMVC� respectively��

��
 Semantics of PMVC

Let K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �i be a non
Zeno structure where I is a subinterval

of R
��

and � is the standard order relation on the reals�

The meaning �in K� of state expressions and formulas is provided below�

State Expressions� The meaning ��S��
K
of a state expression S in a structure

K is a subset of I de�ned as usual by the structural induction on the state

expressions� Namely�

Variables� ��Xi��
K

is Ai�
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Disjunction� ��S� � S���
K is the union of ��S���

K and ��S���
K �

Negation� ���S��K is the complement of ��S��K relative to I�

It is easy to check that if K is a non
Zeno structure then the characteristic

function of ��S��K is non
Zeno�

When K is clear from the context we will use ��S�� for ��S��K � furthermore�

we sometimes identify the set ��S�� with its characteristic function�

Below the satisfaction relation between PMVC formulas and the non
Zeno

structures is de�ned�

PMVC Atomic Formulas� A�� � � � �An� I j� dSe� i� I is a one point inter


val �a� a� and a � ��S���

The meaning for disjunctions and negation is de�ned as usual�

A�� � � � �An� I j� D� �D� i� A�� � � � �An� I j� D� or A�� � � � �An� I j� D��

A�� � � � �An� I j� �D i� not A�� � � � �An� I j� D�

Recall that every interval is a non
empty set and an interval I� precedes an

interval I� if a � I� � b � I� � a � b� A chop�partition of an interval I

is an ordered pair of disjoint intervals I� and I� such that I � I� 	 I� and I�
precedes I�� Here are some chop
partitions for the interval I � �	� ���
��� I� � �	� �

�
�� I� � ��

�
� ��� ��� I� � �	� �

�
�� I� � ��

�
� �� and ��� I� � f	g� I� �

�	� ��� Observe that a one
point interval has no chop
partition�

Chop� A�� � � � �An� I j� D�

�D� i� A� 
 I�� � � � �An 
 I�� I� j� D� and

A� 
 I�� � � � �An 
 I�� I� j� D� for some chop
partition of I into subinter


vals I�� I��

��� Semantics of PDC

It will be slightly more convenient for us to de�ne the meaning of PDC only

on the structures over positive �including in�nite� length intervals�

The meaning of PDC state expressions is de�ned exactly as the meaning

of PMVC state expressions� The satisfaction relation between PDC formulas

and the non
Zeno structures over positive length intervals is de�ned as follows�

PDC Atomic Formulas� A�� � � � �An� I j� dSe if the complement of ��S��
relative to I does not contain an interval of a positive length�

The meaning for disjunctions and negation is de�ned as usual� Finally� since

PDC is de�ned only on positive length intervals� in the de�nition of chops we

will take only positive length chop
partitions� namely

Chop� A�� � � � �An� I j� D�

�D� if and only if A� 
 I�� � � � �An 
 I�� I� j� D�

and A�
 I�� � � � �An
 I�� I� j� D� for some chop
partition of I into positive

length subintervals I�� I��

The following fact is easily proved by the structural induction on PDC formu


las�

�
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Fact ��� Let K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii and K �
� hI� A�

�
� � � � �A�

n
� �Ii

be two structures over the same interval I� Suppose that Ai �fin A�

i
for

i � �� � � � � n� Then K j� D if and only if K � j� D for every PDC formula D�

Recall that a point a is an internal point of an interval I if there exists � � 	

such that the interval �a� �� a� �� is a subset of I�

Fact ��� Suppose that I and I � have the same set Io of internal points� Let

K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii and K �
� hI �� A�

�
� � � � �A�

n
� �I�i be two structures

such that Ai
I
o
� A�

i

Io for i � �� � � � n� Then K j� D if and only if K � j� D

for every PDC formula D�

The �fin equivalence on signals �see De�nition ���� is extended to the struc


tures as follows�

De�nition ��� ��fin equivalence on structures� Let K � hI� A�� � � � �An� �Ii
and K �

� hI� A�

�
� � � � �A�

n
� �I�i be two structures� K and K � are �fin equiv�

alent �notation K �fin K
�� if

�i� I and I � have the same set Io of internal points�

�ii� Ai 
 Io �fin A
�

i

 Io for i � �� � � � � n�

De�nition ��� A formula D respects �fin equivalence if from K �fin K � it

follows that K j� D if and only if K � j� D�

Fact ��� and Fact ��� imply

Proposition ��	 The PDC formulas respect �fin equivalence�

� Expressive Completeness

De�nition 	�� A formula �� is equivalent to a formula �� over a set of

structures CL� if K j� �� �� K j� �� for every structure K � CL�

We say that �� is equivalent to �� if �� is equivalent to �� over the set of

non
Zeno signal structures�

The next theorem is obtained by a direct reformulation of the semantical

clauses for PDC and PMVC�

Theorem 	�� �Embedding of PDC and PMVC into FOL�

�i� Every PMVC formula is equivalent to a monadic �rst�order sentence�

�ii� Every PDC formula is equivalent to a monadic �rst�order sentence that

respects �fin equivalence�

Our main theorem is

Theorem 	�� �Expressive Completeness�

�i� For every monadic �rst�order sentence � there is an equivalent PMVC

formula D�

�
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�ii� For every monadic �rst�order sentence � that respects �fin there exists

a PDC formula D such that � and D are equivalent�

Remark �about the proof of Theorem 	���� The proof uses model theoretical
techniques developed by Shelah ���� for the decidability of the second order
monadic logic �see ��� for a survey of these techniques�� The proof will be given
in the full version of the paper� Let us only mention that it provides an explicit
translation from monadic sentences into PMVC and PDC� A syntactical proof
of Theorem 	�� can be based on the techniques from �����

Remark It is widely believed that the Mean Value and Duration Calculi can

not specify liveness properties while monadic �rst
order logic can� This is be

cause the �traditional� semantics of MVC and DC is de�ned only on the �nite
length closed subinterval of the reals� The traditional semantics uses the fol

lowing convention for the interval of all non
negative reals� A�� � � � �An� R

��
j�

D i� A� 
 I� � � � �An 
 I� I j� D for every �nite length closed subinterval I of
R
�� � Theorem 	�� demonstrates that according to our �more natural� de�ni


tions PMVC and PDC are able to express liveness properties�

� Star Free Expressions and PDC

In this section the relationship between PDC and star free regular expressions
is provided� In the �rst subsection a representation of signals by stuttering
free strings is given� In the second subsection the stuttering free interpretation
for star free regular expressions is de�ned and in the third subsection the
equivalence between PDC and star free expressions is established�

�	 Traces of Signals

De�nition 
�� ��signal A over an interval �a� b� is right continuous if

there are a� � a � a� � � � � � an � b such that A is constant in �ai� ai��� for

i � n and A�ai� �� A�ai��� for i � n� ��

A signal A over �a� � is right continuous if for every b � a the restriction
of A on the interval �a� b� is right continuous� The following fact is immediate

Fact 
�� For every non�Zeno signal A over an interval �a� b� there exists a

unique right continuous signal B such that A �fin B�

De�nition 
�� �Stuttering ���� A string l�l� � � � ln is stuttering free if li ��

li�� for every i � n� A string language is stuttering free if it contains only

stuttering free strings� An ��strings l�l� � � � is stuttering free if �i� li �� li���

De�nition 
�� �Trace of a signal� Let A be a right continuous signal over

�a� b� and let a�� � � � an be as in De�nition �	� The trace of A �notations

trace�A�� is a stuttering free string l�l� � � � ln�� such that li � A�ai�� for i �

	� � � � � n� ��

�
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Traces for non
Zeno signals over the intervals of the form �a� b� are de�ned
as follows� Let A be a non
Zeno signal over �a� b�� According to Fact ��� there
exists a unique right continuous signal B such that A �fin B� The trace of A
is de�ned as the trace of B�

Let hA�� � � � �Ani be an n
tuple of boolean signals over an interval I�

With this n
tuple we associate a f	� �gn signal A over I de�ned as A�a�
�

�
hA��a� � � �An�a�i� The above mapping de�nes a one
to
one correspondence

between the set of n
tuple of boolean signals over I and f	� �gn signal over

I� The trace of an n
tuple of boolean signals �notations trace�A�� � � � �An��
is de�ned as the trace of the corresponding f	� �gn signal�

�
 Stuttering Free Interpretation of Star Free Expressions

The star free regular expressions over an alphabet � are de�ned by the fol


lowing grammar� E 

� l j E � E j E�E j �E� where l ranges over �� The

standard semantics assigns to a star free expression a string language over ��
In the standard semantics sum ��� is interpreted as union� sequential compo


sition ��� is interpreted as concatenation and negation ��� is interpreted as the

complementation relative to the set of all �nite strings �excluding the empty

string ��� Recall that McNaughton and Papert proved that a language is de


�nable by a star free regular expression if it is de�nable by monadic formula

interpreted over the set of all �nite linear orders �����

Let us consider stuttering free �see De�nition ���� interpretations of the

negation and of the sequential composition symbols� Namely� let � be the

complementation relative to the set of stuttering free strings �stut and let

sequential composition be interpreted as the following operation � on strings�

l� � � � lp � m� � � � mk �

��
�

l� � � � lpm� � � �mk i� lp � m�

l� � � � lpm� � � �mk otherwise

Sum� like before� is interpreted as union� The stuttering free interpretation

assigns to a star free expression E the stuttering free string language which

will be denoted by ��E��stut�

�� Equivalence between Star Free Expressions and PDC

The concatenation depth of star free expressions is de�ned as follows� cd�l� �
	� cd��E� � cd�E�� cd�E� � E�� � max�cd�E��� cd�E���� and cd�E��E�� �
cd�E�� � cd�E�� � �� The chops depth of PDC formulas is de�ned similarly�

Theorem 
�	 There is an algorithm Tr that maps star free expressions to

PDC and there is an algorithm Tr
� that maps PDC formulas to star free

expressions such that for a � b � R
��

�i� The concatenation depth of E is equal to the chop depth of Tr�E��

�ii� The chop depth of D is equal to the concatenation depth of Tr��D��

�
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�iii� A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j� D i� trace�A�� � � � �An�� ��Tr�D����stut�

�iv� A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j� Tr
��E� i� trace�A�� � � � �An�� ��E��stut�

Remark In the above theorem it is assumed that the alphabet of star free
expressions has the size �n�

Remark The trace of a right continuous signal over interval �a� � is de�ned
similarly to De�nition ���� it is a �nite stuttering free string or a stuttering
free �
string� In the full version of the paper the extension of Theorem ��	 to
in�nite length intervals is provided�

� Succinctness

The next theorem demonstrates that there exists at least an exponential gap
between the succinctness of PDC �PMVC� and that of monadic �rst order
logic�

Theorem ��� �Succinctness� There are �rst order monadic sentences �n�

n � N such that �n respects �fin� the length of �n is O�log n�� however� if a
PDC �PMVC� formula D is equivalent to �n then the chop depth of D is at

least n� ��

Below we sketch the proof only for the propositional duration calculus�
Let Cn be the set of non
Zeno structures h�a� b�� A� �i where a� b � R

��

and trace�A� is �	��n �see De�nition ����� Notice that the property de�ned
by Cn is natural� �A right continuous signal over an interval �a� b� is in Cn

if it changes its value n times from 	 to � in the interval and it is 	 in the
beginning of the interval and � at its end��

The succinctness theorem is the consequence of the observation that Cn

and Cn�� are disjoint and of the following two propositions�

Proposition ��� For every n there is a �rst order monadic formula �n of

length O�log n� such that A� �a� b� j� �n if and only if h �a� b�� A� � i � Cn�

Proposition ��� Let D be a duration calculus formula of chop depth less than

n� If there exists K � Cn such that K j� D� then there exists K � � Cn�� such

that K � j� D�

� Comparison with the O	cial Semantics

In this section a detailed comparison between our versions of PMVC and
PDC semantics and the o�cial semantics �see ��	���� for PMVC and PDC is
provided� and the impact of these di�erences on our results is discussed�

Below j�� is used for the satisfaction relations of the PMVC and the PDC
versions of ��	����

��
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First� let us point to the following di�erences in the semantical de�nitions�

�i� �Intervals�� We provided the semantics of PMVC formulas over arbi


trary intervals� whereas in ��	� the semantics is given only for the closed

intervals of the form �a� b�� Similarly� we provided the semantics of PDC

formulas over all positive length intervals� whereas in ��� the semantics is

given only for the intervals of the form �a� b� �a � b � R
����

�ii� �Chop�� Consequently� there is a discrepancy in the de�nition of chop�

Namely� in the o�cial versions A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j�� D�

�

D� if and only if

A�� � � � �An� �a� m� j�� D� and A�� � � � �An� �m� b� j�� D� for m � �a� b��
In contrast to our de�nition �see Section �� the intervals �a� m� and
�m� b� are not disjoint� hence �a� m�� �m� b� is not a chop
partition of

�a� b�� Moreover� both these intervals are closed�

It is straightforward to formalize the de�nitions of the o�cial versions of

PMVC and PDC in monadic logic� Therefore� Theorem 	�� holds for the

o�cial versions�

��	 The Impact on PDC

The di�erence in the de�nitions of chop for PDC is not essential� Namely� our

satisfaction relation j� agrees with the o�cial satisfaction relation j��� i�e��

K j� D i� K j�� D� where K is a non
Zeno structure over a closed interval�

Hence�

�i� Our de�nitions conservatively extend the semantics of PDC to arbitrary

positive length intervals� and

�ii� The expressive completeness theorem �Theorem 	������ also holds for the

o�cial version of PDC�

��
 The Impact on PMVC

For PMVC the di�erence in the de�nition of chop is essential� Namely�

Proposition ��� There exist a PMVC formula D and signals A�� � � � �An

such that

A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j� D holds� however� A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j�� D fails�

We have not checked yet whether the o�cial version of PMVC is expres


sively complete in the following sense� for every monadic sentence � there

exists a PMVC formula D such that A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j� � if and only if

A�� � � � �An� �a� b� j�� D�

Finally� in ��	� there are also atomic PMVC formulas of the form � dSe�

with the corresponding semantical clause� A�� � � � �An� I j�� dSe
� i� ��S�� is true

everywhere in I� An addition of these formulas to PMVC does not increase the

�
confusingly the notation dSe is used for these formulas in �����

��
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expressive power because d e� can be expressed from dSe�� boolean connectives
and chop �����


 Conclusion

In this paper the Propositional Mean Value Calculus was compared to monadic

�rst order logic of order 
 a very fundamental formalism� Our main result

shows that there exist meaning �semantics� preserving translations between

PMVC formulas and monadic �rst order logic� This result con�rms that

PMVC is not an ad hoc formalism�

Our main result deals with de�nability in di�erent formalisms� This is

completely orthogonal to the decidability issues� In order to conclude that

there exists a decision procedure for the equivalence between PMVC�PDC�

expressions �or for the satis�ability problem� one can appeal to the decidability

of monadic logic over the reals ��� and to �an e�ective version of� Theorem

	��� The satis�ability problem for PDC can be also reduced� by Theorem ��	�

to the emptiness problem for star free expressions� However� there is a much

simpler way to show decidability of PMVC� PDC and of many other much

stronger formalisms �see �����	���

Our results hold not only for the reals� however� we still do not have a

characterization of linear orders for which PMVC is expressively equivalent to

�rst
order monadic logic �see ���� for generalizations��

It is instructive to compare our completeness result with Kamp�s theorem

������� which states that every monadic formula ��X�� � � �Xn� t� with one free

variable t is equivalent to a propositional temporal logic formulaD�X�� � � �Xn��
Our theorem states that every monadic sentence �formula without free vari


ables� is equivalent to a PMVC formula�

We demonstrated that there exists an exponential gap between the suc


cinctness of PDC �PMVC� and that of monadic logic� The space complexity

of the validity problem for all these formalisms has a non
elementary lower

bound �������� We believe that the succinctness gap between monadic logic

and PDC �PMVC� is much higher than exponential� Probably� the techniques

from ������ can be used to show that there exists a non
elementary gap in the

succinctness�

The de�nitions of the semantics for PMVC and PDC suggested in this

paper di�er from those in the o�cial versions ����	�� The main di�erence is

in the de�nition of chop� These di�erences are not essential for PDC because

PDC formulas respect �fin equivalence� Hence� the expressive completeness

theorem holds for the o�cial version of PDC� The di�erence in the de�nition

of chop is essential for PMVC� We have not checked yet whether the o�cial

version of PMVC ��	� is expressively complete� We are not aware of any good

reason why a more natural semantics for chop suggested here is not used in

the MVC o�cial version ��	��

��
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